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1
32 yo Asian M presents with severe R eye pain. PE 

reveals a “rock hard” unreactive pupil. Diagnosis? 

Diagnostic testing? Treatment strategies 

(pharmacology and surgery).



2
A 3 yo F is brought to the ED by her dad. She has been using the 

potty continuously for the last 3 hrs. PE is notable for pupillary 

miosis and profuse sweating. She played in the farm this morning. 

Diagnosis? Treatment? Flaccid paralysis after consuming home 

canned goods. Difficulty getting out of a chair in a patient with a 45 

pack year smoking history that improves with muscle use. Difficulty 

swallowing and droopy eyelids in a 35 yo F with an anterior 

mediastinal mass. Diagnosis? Treatment? How is this condition 

differentiated from ChAT deficiency? Pathology/Pharmacology of 

the neuromuscular junction and The Ach toxidromes 

(excess/deficiency).



3
Tongue fasciculations in a 6 mo. Diagnosis? Pathophysiology? 

Tongue fasciculations in a 65 yo M with asymmetric weakness. 

Diagnosis? Associated findings? Genetic mutation in familial 

cases? Pharmacologic management? Are there 

sensory/bowel/bladder findings in this disorder?



4
Differentiating dermato from polymyositis (age 

demographic, cell type mediating muscle 

destruction, histological findings). Classic 

presentation. Associated autoantibodies? Stepwise 

diagnostic testing? Treatment. Associated 

malignancy? Dysarthria + truncal, gait, and limb 

ataxia in a patient that is subsequently found to 

have lung cancer.



5
Confusion, ophthalmoplegia, and ataxia in an 

alcoholic. Dx? What would the dx be if forgetfulness 

was added to the picture? Pharmacological 

management of hepatic encephalopathy.



6
Simple partial seizures. Is there a loss of 

consciousness? Classic presentation wrt to 

localizing principles. Quick overview of simple 

partial seizure types.



7
Required imaging before recommending sports in a 

12 yo with a history of Trisomy 21. Why??? Patient 

population deserving a similar recommendation?



8
25 yo M goes into respiratory failure. He recently 

recovered from a 7 day episode of bloody diarrhea. PE 

is notable for pronounced areflexia in the LE bilaterally. 

His parents report that he had muscle weakness that 

“started in the legs and progressed upward”. He initially 

complained of leg tingling and numbness before his 

other sxs started. Diagnosis? Dx testing? 

Pathophysiology (destroyed cell)? CSF findings? Tx 

strategies. Dx with nystagmus + ataxia?



9
Pathophysiology of the subclavian steal syndrome. 

Classic exam presentation. See next slide for more 

detail.



The Pathophysiology of The Subclavian Steal Syndrome



Weber and Rinne Tests
-These tests are quite annoying to learn so let’s try to simplify things by defining the 

HY purposes of each test.

-The WEBER test compares bone conduction in both ears.

-The RINNE test compares air conduction to bone conduction in EACH ear. 

-None of these tests can be performed in isolation. Both must be done to localize the 

exact kind of hearing loss.

-You could try to memorize a chart OR actually try to understand how this works. 

With understanding, you should easily resolve essentially all NBME questions related 

to this stuff. We will be pursuing the understanding pathway. I’ll explain this in 2 

different formats to drive the point home. Look at this multiple times.



Rules of The Rinne and Weber Tests (AC, BC) Part 1
-Under nl circumstances, AC > BC. Think of AC as dealing with “conductive hearing” and 

BC as dealing with “sensorineural hearing”.

-When BC is better than AC in a given ear, things sound louder in that ear. No one really 

knows why but one thought is increased hair cell sensitivity in that ear. This means that this 

singular ear has an issue with the conductive component of hearing!

-The Weber test helps you compare bone conduction in both ears. Normally, it should be 

the same in both (things should sound the same). If things sound louder in one ear (let’s call 

this ear A), there is something bad going on. The other is Ear B.

-Ear A could have a conductive hearing loss (as per paragraph 2 above). But there is another 

option-> things may be sounding louder in Ear A because Ear B has a problem. Ear B may 

have a sensorineural hearing issue so things sound softer in Ear B relative to Ear A (or 

considered another way, things sound louder in Ear A relative to B). This is why we need 

the Rinne Test.



Rules of The Rinne and Weber Tests (AC, BC) Part B
-REPEATING AGAIN FOR EMPHASIS; Things could be sounding better in Ear A b/c 

it has a conductive hearing problem. Remember the mantra on the previous slide that 

explains that things sound louder when BC > AC in a given ear. Ear B could be totally 

normal.

Alternatively, Ear B could have a sensorineural hearing loss so things sound softer in 

this ear relative to Ear A. Or expressed another way, stuff sounds louder in Ear A 

relative to Ear B.

So how do we determine if this is a conductive or sensorineural hearing problem? We 

then have to bring in the Rinne test (placing a sounded tuning fork on the mastoid 

process -> placing it just outside the ear -> nl results are AC > BC, if AC is not as good 

as bone conduction, conductive hearing loss is present).

-So to determine scenario A or B, the Rinne test should be performed.



Hearing Algorithm
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Meningitis in a HIV+ patient (bug, tx, ID). Multiple 

ring enhancing lesions on MR imaging in a HIV+ 

patient (ddx, treatment, ppx, + CNS 

Lymphoma/bug). MMSE is 20/30 in a patient with a 

CD4 count of 25 and a high viral load. He last saw 

his PCP after an initial dx 21 yrs ago (dx, tx). HIV+ 

patient with neuro deficits and multiple areas of 

demyelination on MR imaging (+ drug association).


